case study:
alexander mann
solutions

professional employment with
giant means your workers get full
employment rights.

alexander mann solutions
the client
AMS deliver a distinctive blend of
outsourcing solutions and - through
Talent Collective - a full range of
consulting and specialist services.
They provide unrivalled experience,
capability and thought leadership to
help clients attract, engage
and retain the talent they need for
business success.

the challenge
AMS wanted a reliable long
term partner who could provide
professional employment to their
workers being placed at all their UK
clients ensuring compliance and high
service levels.

the solution

At giant, we engage all of AMS’
PAYE workers, across all sectors and
pay grades, under our professional
employment solution. This means
that all workers get holiday pay and
pensions. At giant, we are the first
point of contact for anything payroll
related supporting with any taxation
queries. Working closely together
ensures service levels are exceeded
and improvements constantly made.

hello@giantgroup.com
www.giantgroup.com

We also act as the IR35 fee payer
where workers are inside IR35 but
still want to be paid into their limited
company.
Matthew Rodgers - Chief
Commercial Officer and Director
of Growth at AMS says ‘The
professional employment service
provided by giant ensures a smooth
onboarding process and great all
round experience for us, our workers
and our clients’.

about giant

Since 1992 giant have provided
specialist, end to end workforce
management software and support
services to large and small
recruitment agencies, internationally.
We invest heavily in our cloudbased software which ranges from
candidate sourcing and onboarding
through to timesheet management,
billing and payroll. Our support
services include candidate screening,
engagement solutions and legislative
risk management; whilst at our
specialist division, giant finance+,
we provide tailored funding, software
and support services for start-up to
medium sized recruitment agencies.
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